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Reminiscence on the Hot Blood of Youth 

  The poem is a 12-line work that adapts fairly understandable modern English. The 

writer’s mood is quite down to the earth and minimal sadness after one’s emotional climax blows 

right on the surface. Like most poems do, it uses empathy. The cold and rook-delighting heaven 

delivers not so much friendly atmosphere that maximizes readers’ tension to the full. A tragic 

moment must have dashed the writer in some way; the word, “punishment” leaves a hint. Love 

melts the ice while the loveless being feels utter coldness so much as to perceive one’s status as 

solid ice. No room to accept another lover in his heart, he shrinks back to his inmost cave of 

mind. I interpret that the speaker’s mental situation tells the end of the matter: his physical death. 

He let all the chemical expressions he had while he was clothed with flesh. Against the 

heartbroken farewell, he cried, trembled, and rocked to and fro. He must be resurrected that no 

other person can ever beat him insofar as the loneliness concerned. In the poem, the speaker lets 

out its current status saying, “Until I cried and trembled and rocked to and fro.” It shows that he 

asks desperately for others’ consideration like a pure hearted boy during childhood. The very 

frankness gives enough room for us to fathom its reason and emotion side by side, thus 

engenders the full extent of empathic love interpersonally.   

I interpret the very first line, “Suddenly I saw the cold and rook-delighting heaven,” as 

to a new paradigm he negligently perceives like a challenge, though skies serve as a symbol of 
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peace in general. Will Fairbairn points that the poem is revelatory to have the strange sky 

patterns inspiring the whole context. I never thought that Yeats used the biblical allusion of 

Revelation 21:1 – ‘And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first 

earth were passed away; and there was no more sea.’ We, in nature, have a fear to do something 

that has never been done before. Although speaker says he is being punished, I do think it is out 

of his unawareness and discomfort caused by his death, not by a literal agony.  

In the entire line, “Riddled with light, Ah! When the ghost begins to quicken,” I 

interpret ‘Ah!’ a sigh to uncertainty he has no clue whatsoever about his afterlife. Whether it may 

be a real life beginning or extinction of his essence, soul, he has no idea. The breakthrough he 

uses is to lean on what he has experienced. The history path he walked so far gives such 

profound relief-like moment that involves readers too. Every casual thought of that and this 

mingles well with the hot blood of youth. Two contrasting temperature objects here cold heaven 

and hot blood are two realms of his life. What he ascertains about and what he does not. Even he 

approaches the hot blood aspect of his life as love. The opposite of love may be hatred or 

indifference. In short, he hates what lies ahead, which is defined as afterlife, thus shows no 

interest.  

It ends with question; not a finite answer. “Is it sent out naked on the roads, as the books 

say, and stricken by the injustice of the skies for punishment?” One thing I notice is the books 

are the Holy Scripture which Yeats focuses as a reference to develop his poetry world besides 

this particular piece: The Cold Heaven. It gives me a notion that Yeats was quite religious writer 

that the society back then honored in ways. The good triumphing over the evil sort of approach 

inevitably strikes me as the main idea of the work. Belatedly, the speaker repents, in hope for 

redemption, mentioning how miserable he feels over what he had done. I give a credit for that 
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genuineness because it creates a momentum of his appeal to have his soul delivered from that 

despair. Minoli De Silva makes assertion that Yeat’s question asks us if we truly have free will or 

if we are merely the playthings of gods and destiny. Such theosophical usage of the poem gives 

me a new set of analysis since the first narrative mode elicits that it is Yeat’s own wondering 

transmitted through the work. Minoli continues that Yeats seems to believe that the afterlife 

offers no salvation or freedom, instead dark misery experienced in life will continue to plague 

you. I disagree with the argument. For instance, the saying, ‘Confusion of the death-bed over’ 

signifies the speaker has hit the very bottom and totally ready for the new discovery on what it is 

like to be left alone with his lover ascended to heaven, and whether he would make it to the same 

place that she has arrived.  

The Cold Heaven rings my head due to its frankness. What makes the speaker let out its 

inmost reaction toward inexperienced sphere of heaven? It truly resounds on our hearts because 

we too, are not free from the death oriented anxiety until it happens and passes by. Not like some 

omniscient manner shown in other poems it fulfills the interconnectivity through the speaker’s  

honesty of saying, “I am afraid of what lies before me, consider me and soothe my weary heart.” 
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